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For the international Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS2007) math and science
motivation scales (self-concept, positive affect, and value), we evaluated the psychometric properties (factor
structure, method effects, gender differences, and convergent and discriminant validity) in 4 Arab-speaking
countries (Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Oman, and Egypt) and 4 English-speaking Anglo-Saxon countries (United
States, England, Australia, and Scotland). In this article, we also highlight methodological weaknesses in the
TIMSS approach to these motivation measures. We found reasonable support for within-group invariance
across the math and science domains and between-group invariance across countries for full factor loading
invariance and partial item intercept invariance. However, the factor structure is complicated by strong
negative-item method effects and correlated unique characteristics associated with the use of math and science
items with parallel wording. Correlations involving the motivation factors were reasonably similar across
countries, supporting both discriminant and convergent validity in relation to achievement, plans to take more
coursework in math and science, and long-term educational aspirations. However, gender differences largely
favor girls in the Arab countries (with strong single-sex education systems) relative to Anglo countries (and
international norms). The juxtapositions of latent mean differences in achievement and motivation factors are
perplexing; students from Anglo countries had substantially higher achievement than students from Arab
countries but had substantially lower motivation across all 8 math and science factors.

Keywords: math and science motivation, trends in international mathematics and science study, math and
science gender difference, negative item method effects, cross-cultural measurement invariance
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The present investigation is a substantive-methodological
synergy (Marsh & Hau, 2007), bringing to bear current meth-
odology in order to address substantively important issues in
relation to the math and science motivation constructs (self-
concept, affect, and value) of students from four Arab countries
(Saudi Arabia, Oman, Jordan, and Egypt) and how they com-
pare with responses by students from four English-speaking
Anglo countries (U.S., Australia, England, and Scotland), using
the international Trends in International Mathematics and Sci-
ence Study (TIMSS2007) data. Substantively, this study draws
on theory and research in self-concept and expectancy-value
theory. Methodologically, we critique and improve upon the
methodology used by TIMSS to create scores for these con-
structs that are widely used in secondary data analyses. Because
the TIMSS data have a strong cross-cultural perspective, it is
also important to test the cross-cultural generalizability of the-
oretical models (e.g., Marsh & Hau, 2003, 2004; Marsh, Hau,
Artelt, Baumert, & Peschar, 2006; Seaton, Marsh, & Craven,
2009; van de Vijver & Leung, 1997, 2000).

The focus on Arab countries is particularly relevant to research-
ers from these countries, as there has not previously been a
psychometrically rigorous evaluation of TIMSS motivation con-
structs for Arab countries. Furthermore, the juxtaposition with
Anglo countries is of broad interest to cross-cultural researchers. In
particular, these motivation constructs and achievement have been
juxtaposed in many studies, particularly comparing the United
States with Japan, China, and other East Asian countries and have
demonstrated what has been referred to as paradoxical findings
(e.g., Shen & Tam, 2006; also see Minkov, 2008; Stevenson, Chen,
& Lee, 1993; Stevenson & Stigler, 1992). More specifically, even
though academic self-concept is systematically related to academic
achievement within each country, students from Anglo countries
have consistently higher self-concept but lower levels of academic
achievement. However, there has not been much research juxta-
posing motivational constructs and achievement based on compar-
ison of Anglo and Arab countries, using nationally representative
samples responding to appropriately matched materials (but see
Abu-Hilal & Bahri, 2000). A particularly salient feature of the
educational systems in Arab countries is that students are taught in
single-sex schools in which male teachers teach boys and female
teachers teach girls.

The Importance of Motivational Self-Beliefs in
Education

As noted by Marsh, Craven, Hinkley, and Debus (2003) and
many others (e.g., Bøe, Henriksen, Lyons, & Schreiner, 2011;
Bong, 1996; Heyman & Dweck, 1992), there is no consensus as to
what are the key motivational constructs, what they are called, and
how they are to be measured. Marsh et al. (2003) described the
jingle-jangle fallacy, in which two scales with the same label
might not refer to the same construct and two scales with different
labels might refer to the same construct. Similarly, Bong (1996)
suggested that in order to avoid what she referred to as a “con-
ceptual mess” (p. 152), researchers should apply confirmatory

factor analysis (CFA) and structural equation models to evaluate
the structural, predictive, convergent, and discriminant validity of
different motivation constructs. Although they have previously
been labeled in inconsistent ways, motivational constructs in the
TIMSS survey can be broadly divided into self-concept (some-
times referred to as competence beliefs), positive affect (sometimes
referred to as intrinsic motivation), and task value (a construct
combining value and importance but overlapping substantially
with what some refer to as extrinsic motivation). A main focus of
our study is to evaluate the measurement invariance of these
motivational constructs. However, we are particularly interested in
self-concept, its specificity in relation to math and science do-
mains, how it is related to and distinguished from other motiva-
tional constructs, and the structure of these motivational con-
structs. Self-concept is widely accepted as an important universal
aspect of being human and as central to understanding the quality
of human existence (Bandura, 2006; Bruner, 1996; Marsh &
Craven, 2006; Pajares, 1996; Pajares & Schunk, 2005). Positive
self-beliefs are valued as a desirable outcome in many disciplines
of psychology and are central in the positive psychology revolu-
tion sweeping psychology, which focuses on how individuals can
optimize their life (Diener, 2000; Fredrickson, 2001; Seligman &
Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). In assessing the construct (convergent
and discriminant) validity of these constructs, we focus particu-
larly on criteria measured separately for math and science
(achievement and plans to pursue further study) but also on other
correlates such as gender and long-term educational aspirations.

Domain Specificity and Discriminant Validity

Within the academic self-concept literature, there is strong sup-
port for the domain specificity of self-concept, an important com-
ponent of motivation—particularly the separation of math and
verbal self-concepts, as demonstrated with the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development’s Program for Interna-
tional Student Assessment (OECD–PISA) research (Marsh et al.,
2006; also see Marsh & Hau, 2004). However, more contestable is
the implicit assumption in the design of the Self-Description
Questionnaires (SDQ; Marsh, 2007) that is the basis of much of
this research: that affect and competency components of each
domain together form a single, unidimensional factor. Thus, the
math, verbal, and school self-concept scales for the SDQ were
measured by three sets of parallel items designed to reflect com-
petency and affective components. Competency was defined by
items asking students whether they were good at, learned things
quickly in, got good marks in, and found work to be easy in different
school subjects. Affect was defined by items asking students whether
they were interested in, looked forward to, liked, and enjoyed work in
different school subjects. Marsh, Craven, and Debus (1999; also see
Arens, Yeung, Craven, & Hasselhorn, 2011) reviewed a number of
studies supporting some separation of the affect and competency
components of self-concept. They found that two large cohorts of
students aged 7–13 years showed that correlations between verbal and
math self-concepts systematically decreased with age (i.e., became
more domain specific) but that the relation between affect and com-
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petencies within each domain remained very high (r � .75). On the
basis of this research, they concluded, “We tentatively recommend
that researchers distinguish between competency and affect compo-
nents of academic self-concept, qualified by the need to evaluate
further the construct validity of this separation in relation to additional
external validity criteria” (p. 567).

Other research on motivation constructs (e.g., Deci & Ryan,
1985; Eccles, 1983; Eccles & Wigfield, 2002; Feather, 1982;
Renninger, 2000, 2009; Renninger, Hidi, & Krapp, 1992; Stipek
& Mac Iver, 1989) provides a clear theoretical rationale for the
separation of competency self-beliefs from affective compo-
nents of motivation such as intrinsic motivation, interest, and
task value. Motivation research based on expectancy-value the-
ory is particularly relevant to the present investigation. Al-
though Eccles et al. (1983) originally hypothesized expectations
of success and self-concept to be separate constructs, subse-
quent research has indicated that the two constructs could not be
separated empirically (Eccles & Wigfield, 1995; Wigfield &
Eccles, 2002). Within this expectancy-value framework, Eccles,
Wigfield, and colleagues (Eccles & Wigfield, 1995; Eccles,
Wigfield, Harold, & Blumenfeld, 1993; Wigfield, 1994; Wig-
field & Eccles, 2000; Wigfield et al., 1997) showed that cor-
relations between self-perceived competency and interest were
evident even for very young children but that the size of this
relation increased with age during early school years. In
expectancy-value theory (e.g., Wigfield & Eccles, 1992; Wig-
field, Eccles, & Pintrich, 1996), task value is differentiated into
different components: intrinsic value (interest and enjoyment),
utility value (perceived future usefulness), attainment value
(importance of the activity and of succeeding at it), and cost
(negative consequences such as fear of failure or lost opportu-
nities). Both expectancy and value constructs are highly domain
specific (Eccles et al., 1993). Researchers have found that
although the domain specificity of different constructs tended to
increase as individuals age, the relations between expectancy
and value remained high or even increased with age (e.g.,
Eccles & Wigfield, 2002; Eccles et al., 1993; Wigfield &
Eccles, 2002; Wigfield et al., 1996; Wigfield, Tonks, & Klauda
(2009). While self-perceived competence was related to several
different value constructs in the expectancy-value model, the
relations with intrinsic value were consistently strongest (Wig-
field & Eccles, 2002).

Whereas expectancy beliefs have been shown to be closely
associated with performance in both cross-sectional and longi-
tudinal studies, interest and value beliefs are sometimes better
predictors of choice, effort, and persistence at achievement-
related activities (e.g., Bøe et al., 2011; Marsh, Trautwein,
Lüdtke, Köller, & Baumert, 2005; Meece, Wigfield, & Eccles,
1990; Nagengast et al., 2011; Parsons, Adler, & Meece, 1984;
Trautwein & Lüdtke, 2007; Wigfield et al., 1997). This sepa-
ration between competency and intrinsic motivation is also
central to Deci and Ryan’s (1985, 1991) cognitive evaluation
theory. From their theoretical perspective, they posited that “we
should expect a close relationship between perceived compe-
tence and intrinsic motivation such that the more competent a
person perceives him- or herself to be at some activity, the more
intrinsically motivated the person will be” (Deci & Ryan, 1991,
p. 58).

A Cross-Cultural Perspective: Generalizability to Arab
Countries

The generalizability of particularly Western self-concept re-
search findings to Arab countries has been the focus of previous
research by Abu-Hilal and colleagues (Abu-Hilal, 2001; Abu-
Hilal & Aal-Hussain, 1997; Abu-Hilal & Bahri, 2000). Abu-
Hilal and Bahri (2000) evaluated the generalizability of re-
sponses to Marsh’s SDQ instrument for responses by
elementary and junior high school students from United Arab
Emirates (UAE). They found support for the a priori factor
structure but noted that the self-concept factors were less dif-
ferentiated (more correlated) than typically is found in Western
research. For example, math and verbal self-concept scales on
the SDQ are typically almost uncorrelated (Marsh, 2007). In
contrast, even for the older junior high school sample, these two
academic scales were moderately correlated (r � .37) in UAE,
but less so than the substantial correlation between correspond-
ing measures of achievement (r � .62). Nevertheless, there was
good support for the convergent and discriminant validity of the
math and verbal self-concept scales in relation to corresponding
measures of math and verbal achievement.

Abu-Hilal and Bahri (2000) have suggested the idea (based in
part on Sharabi, 1975) that Arab students—particularly boys—
are socialized in the home and school in a way that “does not
seem to encourage students to be independent: it does not give
children the opportunity to evaluate themselves” (p. 319). An-
ecdotally, the authors noted that when asked to evaluate their
skills and performances in different school subjects, several
students commented, “Are you sure you want us to judge our
performance? I think that teachers can tell you better than we
can” (p. 320). Thus, compared with Western students of a
similar age, these Arab students were less knowledgeable about
their relative strengths and weaknesses. More specifically, self-
concepts were more uniformly high (i.e., less differentiated in
terms of level within each domain) and more highly correlated
across the different domains of self-concept. Abu-Hilal and
Bahri (2000) indicated that this pattern of results is similar to
that found with younger children in Western research (e.g.,
Marsh, 1989, 1990), in which self-concepts of young children
are also uniformly high and substantially correlated but become
more differentiated with age as children obtain more experience
relative to their related strengths and weaknesses. Commenting
on gender differences in achievement, Abu-Hilal (2001) noted
that during adolescence, Arab boys have much more freedom
than girls and that this lack of freedom meant that girls focus
more on schoolwork than do boys (also see Hassan & Khailifa,
1999). Consistently with these expectations, girls had substan-
tially higher scores for both verbal and math achievement tests
but also reported putting more effort into schoolwork, were
more motivated in school, and had slightly higher math and
verbal self-concepts. Nevertheless, boys tended to be praised
more than girls, and this contributed to their high self-concepts,
even though girls exerted more academic effort than boys.
Abu-Hilal (2001) suggested that this pattern of results and
cultural influences generalizes reasonably well across other
Middle Eastern Arab countries.
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TIMSS2007 (Olson, Martin, & Mullis, 2008):
Background to the Present Investigation

Factor Structure and Motivation Scale Construction

Since its inception in 1959, the International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) has conducted a
series of international comparative studies designed to provide
policy makers, educators, researchers, and practitioners with in-
formation about educational achievement and learning contexts.
TIMSS2007 is the fourth in a cycle of internationally comparative
assessments dedicated to improving teaching and learning in math-
ematics and science for students around the world. Carried out
every 4 years at the fourth and eighth grades, TIMSS provides data
about trends in mathematics and science achievement over time. In
each cycle, the primary focus has been on substantive, theoretical,
and methodological excellence in achievement tests—appropriate
tests in the two subject domains that provide a basis for comparing
achievement across countries and over time.

Each cycle has also included a student questionnaire that mea-
sures student motivation in mathematics and science—the focus of
the present investigation. Ideally, the construction of multidimen-
sional instruments should be based on theory, item and reliability
analysis, exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses, tests of
convergent and divergent validity, validation in relation to external
criteria, and application in research and practice. From a construct
validation perspective, theory, measurement, statistical analysis,
empirical research, and practice are inexorably intertwined, so that
the neglect of one will undermine the others (see Marsh, 2007).
Unfortunately, the high standards for the achievement tests devel-
oped with TIMSS are not reflected in the measures of student
motivation, as there is little evidence of a strong theoretical basis
for the selection and construction of items. In each successive
cycle, the nature of the items has changed and psychometric
evidence in support of the scores used to summarize responses to
these items has been incomplete, inadequate, or simply not pre-
sented.

Liu and Meng (2010) examined the factor structure of the
TIMSS2003 motivation items based on responses by eighth-grade
students in three East Asian countries and the United States.
Noting that motivation in both mathematics and science were
represented by 12 parallel-worded items, they were critical of
researchers who used these items without appropriate recognition
of the underlying constructs represented by the items. In contrast
to the highly sophisticated analyses of the structure underlying
achievement test responses, TIMSS has not been entirely consis-
tent in the way these items are scored in different data collections,
and the TIMSS2003 Technical Report (Ramirez & Arora, 2004)
did not present even preliminary factor analyses to justify the
factor structure underlying these 12 motivation items. In response
to this limitation, Liu and Meng conducted exploratory factor
analyses of responses to the 12 mathematics motivation items in
each of the four countries and found reasonably consistent support
for a two-factor solution in which the factors were labeled math-
ematics self-concept and perceptions of mathematics importance.
Curiously, the authors did not pursue confirmatory factor analysis
methods that would have allowed them to test more formally the
proposed factor structure and the invariance of factor loadings and
item intercepts needed to justify the comparison of mean differ-

ences between the countries on these constructs. Nevertheless, the
results do highlight the need for more rigorous tests of constructs
provided in the TIMSS database (Olson, 2008), which are the basis
of policy and many secondary data analyses conducted by re-
searchers from all over the world.

For TIMSS2007, there was a slightly revised set of items (see
Table 1) and a new classification of items representing a hypoth-
esized three-factor solution for each achievement domain. One of
the 12 items (“wanting to take more coursework”) was not in-
cluded in any of the three factors. Preuschoff, Martin, and Mullis
(personal communication, October 20, 2011) noted that prelimi-
nary analyses indicated that this item was conceptually different
and did not fit with any of the other factors. For present purposes,
rather than simply excluding it, we have retained this item but
posited it to represent a separate factor (see Table 1). The
TIMSS2007 Technical Report (Olson et al., 2008) briefly summa-
rized results for a confirmatory factor analysis in support of the
hypothesized three-factor solution in separate analyses of re-
sponses to the math and science motivation items. The CFAs of the
motivation items were a useful contribution for TIMSS2007. How-
ever, the results were only a small component of a larger study, so
that the results were not presented in sufficient detail to evaluate
the appropriateness of the analysis. Although current best practice
is to provide a variety of goodness-of-fit indices, the authors
presented only the root-mean-square error of approximation
(RMSEA). Furthermore, in relation to current standards of a good
fit, the RMSEA of .087 for mathematics did not reflect a good fit.
In addition, the reported degrees of freedom were too low—27 for
math and 26 for science, rather than 41—and not even the same for
the two subject domain models, suggesting that additional unre-
ported parameters were included in the model. Also, the correla-
tion between affect and self-confidence (two components that were
combined in at least one of the reported classifications for
TIMSS2003) was sufficiently high (math r � .724; science r �
.883) as to possibly detract from the discriminant validity of the
two constructs. Indeed, the authors presented no clear evidence of
the discriminant validity either of different constructs within the
same subject domain or the same construct across the different
subject domains—based on CFA models combining both math
and science motivation factors. Furthermore, no multigroup anal-
yses were reported to test the invariance of factor loadings (weak
measurement invariance) and item intercepts (strong measurement
invariance) over countries that would justify the comparison of
means across countries, like those that are a focus of the results of
achievement test items for TIMSS. Similarly, no analyses were
reported to test the invariance of factor loadings and intercepts
over math and science subject domains that would justify the
comparison of means for the parallel math and science constructs.
Hence, an important contribution of the present investigation is to
present apparently the first empirical tests of the invariance of the
a priori factor structure across different countries (between-group
invariance) and across the math and science domains (within-
country invariance).

In 2007 and earlier data collections, TIMSS used what they
called a scale method for deriving scores for the multi-item moti-
vation factors, which were made available to researchers for sec-
ondary data analysis and have been used in international reports.
Starting with a simple average response (after reverse scoring
negatively worded items), a trichomization was then applied so
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that each student received one of three score values: high, medium,
or low (Ramirez & Arora, 2004). Although this approach might be
heuristic for some limited reporting purposes, this trichotomization
of a reasonably continuous measurement scale is generally unac-

ceptable in relation to current best practice, as it substantially
reduces reliability, statistical power, and predictive validity (Mac-
Callum, Zhang, Preacher, & Rucker, 2002). Preuschoff, Martin
and Mullis (personal communication, October 20, 2011) indicated
that “we understand that categorizing responses to background
scales into three categories does result in loss of information, but
we do it because it aids interpretability” and that for TIMSS2011,
there will be scale scores based on Rasch modeling. However, this
problem also undermines support for reliability presented in the
technical report (trichotomized scores are substantially less reli-
able than scale scores) for the limited evidence for the validity of
the math and science motivation scales in the TIMSS2007 Tech-
nical Manual and also for the secondary analyses of the public data
based on these trichotomized scores (e.g., Chiu, 2011).

Method Effects: Matching Items and Negative Item
Effects

Method effects are nontrait effects associated with idiosyncratic
aspects of particular items or methods of data collection. Failure to
incorporate method effects appropriately is likely to have substan-
tial effects on goodness of fit, biased parameter estimates, and
substantive interpretations. In the present investigation, we evalu-
ate two possible sources of method effects associated with the use
of parallel worded items to infer math and science motivation
constructs and the use of a mixture of positively and negatively
worded items within the same construct.

The use of negatively worded items constitutes a potential
source of construct-irrelevant variance that detracts from the con-
struct validity of interpretations of self-concept responses, partic-
ularly by young students. However, even for responses by older
students and adults, factor analyses of psychological rating scales
comprising a mixture of positively and negatively worded items
typically reveal apparently distinct factors reflecting the positive
and the negative items, respectively (see Carmines & Zeller, 1979;
Chiu, 2008, 2011; Marsh, 1986, 1996). A typical approach based
on the logic of multitrait-method studies of method effects is to test
for negative-item method effects by including correlated unique-
nesses between negatively worded items (e.g., Benson & Hocevar,
1985; Carmines & Zeller, 1979; DiStefano & Motl, 2006; Marsh,
1986, 1996; Marsh, Scalas, & Nagengast, 2010). Consistent with
these expectations, Chiu (2008, 2011) reported this type of
negative-item method effect for the two negatively worded self-
concept items for the TIMSS2003 data. Chiu included correlated
uniquenesses to control for this negative-item bias, but further
noted that the factor loadings for these items were systematically
lower than for the positively worded items and suggested that
“items that are negatively worded appear to be unreliable in
cross-cultural studies” (p. 251). In the present investigation, we
compared models with and without correlated uniquenesses to test
for negative item effects and corrected for them if they were shown
to exist (see Figure 1; also see the online supplemental material for
further documentation of correlated uniquenesses [CUs] consid-
ered and Mplus syntax).

As the wordings of the math and science motivation items in
TIMSS2007 are parallel, correlated uniquenesses were also posited
a priori between each matched pair of items, as recommended by
Marsh and Hau (1996). Indeed, when the same item is used for
multiple domains, a correlation between the unique components of

Table 1
A Priori Factor Structure Relating TIMSS Motivation Items to
Latent Factors

Item
Factor
loading Item wording

Mathematics
Value

MVAL1 0.626 I think learning mathematics will help me
in my daily life.

MVAL2 0.611 I need mathematics to learn other school
subjects.

MVAL3 0.743 I need to do well in mathematics to get into
the university of my choice.

MVAL4 0.742 I need to do well in mathematics to get the
job I want.

Self-concept
MSCP1 0.750 I usually do well in mathematics.
MSCP2 0.857 I learn things quickly in mathematics.
MSCN1 0.550 Mathematics is harder for me than for many

of my classmates.
MSCN2 0.724 I am just not good at mathematics.

Affect
MAFFP1 0.894 I enjoy learning mathematics.
MAFFP2 0.917 I like mathematics.
MAFFN1 0.686 Mathematics is boring.

Coursework
MMORE 1.000 I would like to do more mathematics in

school (single item).
Science

Value
SVAL1 0.626 I think learning science will help me in my

daily life.
SVAL2 0.611 I need sciences to learn other school

subjects.
SVAL3 0.743 I need to do well in sciences to get into the

university of my choice.
SVAL4 0.742 I need to do well in sciences to get the job

I want.
Self-concept

SSCP1 0.750 I usually do well in science.
SSCP2 0.857 I learn things quickly in science.
SSCN1 0.550 Science is harder for me than for many of

my classmates.
SSCN2 0.724 I am just not good at science.

Affect
SAFFP1 0.894 I enjoy learning science.
SAFFP2 0.917 I like science.
SAFFN1 0.686 Science is boring.

Coursework
SMORE 1.000 I would like to do more science in school

(single item).

Note. This factor analysis is discussed in greater detail in the Results
section. Briefly, these results are based on Model 9 (see subsequent
discussion of Model 9 in Table 3) and are average results over five imputed
data sets. Factor loadings are unstandardized estimates in a model identi-
fied by constraining all factor variances to be 1.0. Factor loadings were
constrained to be equal across all eight countries and constrained to be
equal across the parallel-worded items for the math and science constructs.
TIMSS � Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study; M �
mathematics; VAL � value; SCP � self-concept (positive); SCN �
self-concept (negative); AFFP � affect (positive); AFFN � affect (nega-
tive); MORE � more coursework; S � science.
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each item on the two domains that cannot be explained by the
correlations between the factors is likely to exist. The failure to
include these CUs is likely to systematically bias parameter esti-
mates such that correlations among matching latent factors across
different domains are systematically inflated (Marsh, Martin, &
Debus, 2001; Marsh et al., 2011; Marsh, Parada, & Ayotte, 2004).
Although this is clearly a complication and a source of idiosyn-
cratic bias in the present investigation, it is important to emphasize
that there are also important advantages to the use of parallel-
worded items, so long as this strategy can be used to represent the
different domains appropriately. Indeed, the entire rationale for
tests of invariance over domains and the appropriate tests of latent
means for parallel math and science constructs depends fundamen-
tally on the use of parallel wording (see Figure 1).

In summary, an important methodological focus of the present
investigation was to address important limitations in the psycho-

metric evaluation of math and science motivation factors in
TIMSS2007 based on responses by students from Arab and Anglo-
Saxon countries.

The Present Investigation: A Priori Predictions and
Research Questions

In the present study, we pursued seven related psychometric and
substantive research questions that underpin support for construct
validity.

1. Reliability

Given that the motivation constructs come largely from Western
research and empirical evidence based on previous TIMSS re-
search, we hypothesized the coefficient alpha estimates of reliabil-

Figure 1. Conceptual schematic diagram of the statistical model for two factors—math affect (MAFF) and
science affect (SAFF)—measured with parallel worded items. Large ovals � latent factors; squares � measured
variables; triangles � measured-variable intercepts; small circles � measured variable uniqueness. The light
gray double-headed arrows are correlated uniquenesses (CUs). The solid gray lines are CUs for math and science
items with parallel wording. The dashed gray lines are CUs relating negatively worded items (shaded in gray)
to control for the negative-item effect. In some cases, as in Figure 1, the two types of CUs coincide (i.e.,
negatively worded parallel items), but in the full model (see Appendix in the online supplementary material).
CUs were used to relate all of the negatively worded items, across domains as well as within domain. A detailed
set of invariance tests (see parameter key) were used to evaluate invariance of factor loadings and intercepts.
Within-group (WG) tests of invariance constrained parameters to be invariant over domain, while between-group
(BG) tests constrained parameters to be invariant across the eight (four Arab and four Anglo) countries.
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ity to be systematically lower in the four Arab-speaking countries
than in the English-speaking Anglo-Saxon countries.

2. Method Effects

Following from earlier discussions, we hypothesized that there
would be substantial method effects associated with the use of
parallel wording in the math and science motivation items. We also
hypothesized that there would be method effects associated with
negatively worded items. We hypothesized that these two sets of
method effects would be reasonably independent, such that con-
trolling for both sets of method effects would improve goodness of
fit more than controlling for either one separately. More generally,
we hypothesized that achieving an acceptable goodness of fit
would require us to control for both sets of method effects.

3. Factor Structure

We hypothesized that responses to the 24 motivation items
would support an a priori factor structure of eight latent factors
(see Table 1); three multi-item motivation factors (self-concept,
value, and positive affect), and one single-item factor (desire to
pursue further coursework) for both math and science domains.
This a priori factor structure followed from our earlier discussion
and the design of the TIMSS scales. However, we also expected
the correlation between self-concept and affect to be so high as to
possibly detract from the discriminant validity of these constructs
(e.g., Marsh et al., 1999).

4. Measurement Invariance

Apparently, there has not been previous research on the mea-
surement invariance of the TIMSS motivational constructs. This is
surprising, since measurement invariance is an important compo-
nent of construct validation and a prerequisite to any variance–
covariance (including correlation and predictive paths) and mean-
level comparisons across subpopulations (i.e., gender or countries)
or domains (i.e., math vs. science). Hence, we leave as open
research questions whether there is support for the invariance of
factor loadings (weak invariance) and item intercepts (strong in-
variance) in relation to country, domain (math vs. science) and
gender, and whether the relative support for invariance differs
across these groupings. As illustrated in Figure 1, we differentiated
between within-group tests of invariance across the math and
science domains and between-group invariance based on invari-
ance across the eight (four Arab and four Anglo) countries.

5. Country-Level Differences in Achievement and
Motivation

Based on the TIMSS2007 results (Mullis, Martin, & Foy, 2008a,
2008b), we know that students from Arab countries perform more
poorly on the math and science achievement tests. We leave as a
research question how these lower levels of achievement translate
into motivational constructs. Although it might be expected that
poorer achievement should lead to lower values on the motivation
constructs, the process of forming self-beliefs is complex and is
not a simple function of achievement levels. Indeed, one of the
perplexing findings in international comparisons of the juxtaposi-
tion of self-concept and achievement is that achievement in the

United States is only moderate (particularly in relation to many
Asian countries), while U.S. self-concepts are above international
averages (e.g., Shen, 2002; Shen & Tam, 2006; Stevenson, Chen,
& Lee, 1993; Wilkins, 2004). Part of the explanation is that there
are strong frame of reference effects such that particularly aca-
demic self-concept responses are based on comparisons with other
students in the same school or class (Marsh, 2007), so that country-
level differences in achievement are unlikely to be reflected in
individual student self-concepts. This is further complicated in
Arab countries in that educational settings are single-sex, so that
the frames of reference are specific to each gender (i.e., boys have
little opportunity to compare their performances with girls, or vice
versa). Furthermore, Abu-Hilal’s (2001) research in Arab coun-
tries has suggested that the socialization process in the school and
family leads Arab students—particularly boys—to be less critical
of themselves, so that they have higher self-concepts than might be
expected in terms of their objective achievements.

6. Gender Differences

For the international TIMSS2007 data, averaged across partic-
ipating countries, there were very small gender differences in favor
of women for both math and science achievement (Mullis et al.,
2008a, 2008b), consistent with evidence that historically observed
gender differences favoring boys in math and science achievement
are declining, disappearing, or reversing in direction. Thus, we
expected gender differences based on latent achievement factors to be
small, particularly in the Anglo countries. Nevertheless, of particular
relevance to the present investigation is the comparison of gender
differences in the largely coeducational Anglo countries versus the
single-sex education systems in Arab countries. Consistent with find-
ings and speculations by Abu-Hilal (2001), TIMSS2007 results
showed that almost all countries with the largest gender differences in
favor of girls were Arab countries (Mullis et al., 2008a, 2008b).
However, we leave as a research question whether these gender
differences in achievement are also reflected in other motivational
variables and their correlates (plans to pursue math and science study;
long-term educational aspirations).

7. Convergent and Discriminant Validity of Motivation
Factors

In support of the convergent and discriminant validity of the
TIMSS motivational constructs, we hypothesized (a) academic
achievement to be more highly correlated to self-concept than to value
and affect, (b) desire to pursue more coursework to be more highly
correlated with positive affect than self-concept, and (c) domain
specificity to be demonstrated: that is, math motivation would be
more highly related to math criteria than to science criteria, and
science motivation factors would be more related to science criteria
than to math criteria (e.g., Eccles et al., 1983; Eccles & Wigfield,
2002; Marsh, 2007; Wigfield et al., 1997, 2009).

Method

Participants

TIMSS2007 (Olson et al., 2008) assessed the competencies in
mathematics and science for nationally representative samples of
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students from 59 participating countries (for more details about the
processes underlying the development of the TIMSS2007 instru-
ments, translation of materials, sampling, data collection, scaling,
and data analysis, see the TIMSS 2007 Technical Report by Olson
et al., 2008). The basic sampling design is a two-stage cluster
design consisting of sampling of schools and sampling of intact
classrooms from the target grade in the school. For present pur-
poses, participants were eighth-grade students from Saudi Arabia
(4,269 students, 47% male, from 203 intact classrooms), Jordan
(5,251 students, 47% male, from 199 intact classrooms),
Oman (4,752 students, 53% male, from 157 intact classrooms),
Egypt (6,582 students, 51% male, from 237 intact classrooms), the
United States (7,593 students, 50% male, from 509 intact class-
rooms), England (4,048 students, 48% male, from 441 intact
classrooms), Australia (4,103 students, 55% male, from 327
intact classrooms), and Scotland (4,205 students, 49% male, from
intact 257 classrooms).

TIMSS (Olson, Martin, & Mullis, 2008) used item response
theory (IRT) to scale student achievement scores in mathematics
and science. In science, the content domains were biology, chem-
istry, physics, and earth sciences. In mathematics, the content
domains were algebra, data and chance, number, and geometry. In
both subject domains, slightly more than half of the achievement
items (51% in mathematics and 55% in science) involved a con-
structed response, whereas the remaining items were multiple
choice. The final items were selected on the basis of item analyses
for responses from large-scale pilot studies. As noted earlier, two
sets of 12 motivation items each (see Table 1) were used to
measure math and science motivation constructs. Students re-
sponded to all motivation items using a 4-point (agree–disagree)
Likert response scale. On the basis of these data, we pursued
analyses to address the seven research questions discussed earlier.

Data Analysis

Weighting and clustering. All analyses were based on
TIMSS’s HOUWGT weighting variable, which was provided as
part of the TIMSS database. HOUWGT incorporates six compo-
nents: three have to do with sampling of the school, class and
student, and adjustment factors associated with nonparticipation at
the level of the school, class, and student. It is based on the actual
number of students in each country that is appropriate for correct
computation of standard errors and tests of statistical significance.
In addition, the TIMSS user’s guide also notes that it is appropriate
to apply a correction for clustering inherent in the two-stage
clustering sample. For present purposes, the eight countries were
treated as grouping variables that were the basis of the multigroup
analyses, whereas the class identification variable was treated as a
clustering variable to control for the clustered sample (using the
complex design option and robust maximum likelihood options in
Mplus). Class rather than school was used as the clustering vari-
able, because class was the sampling unit used in the TIMSS
sampling design, which was based on sampling all students within
intact classes. In fact, most schools were represented by a single
class, and a given class might not be representative of the school
from which it came.

Plausible and missing data. In the TIMSS2007 database, the
achievement tests for each student are reported as five plausible
values—numbers drawn randomly from the distribution of scores that

could be reasonably assigned to each student. Following TIMSS
protocols, we performed all data analyses with achievement sepa-
rately for each of the five plausible values, and the results were
aggregated appropriately in order to obtain unbiased estimates. Al-
though the amount of missing data was relatively small, there is
increasing awareness of the limitations of traditional approaches to
missing data such as mean substitution, listwise deletion, or pairwise
deletion for missing data. Following the logic of the plausible values,
we used multiple imputations (Graham, 2009; Schafer & Graham,
2002) to deal with missing responses to the motivation items. In the
imputation model, we included all variables used in any of
the analyses as well as school-average measures of math and
science achievement and country indicator variables. Analyses
were weighted, using the TIMSS HOUWGT weighting variable.
Five imputed data sets were constructed, and one of the five sets
of plausible achievement scores was used with each of the imputed
data sets. This strategy allowed us to consider simultaneously the
appropriate implementation of the plausible values and appropriate
handling of missing data in the same set of analyses. In each case,
reported results are based on an appropriate aggregation of results
across the multiple datasets to obtain appropriate parameter estimates,
standard errors, and goodness-of-fit statistics. We note, however, that
this strategy was used primarily to incorporate the multiple plausible
values, as the amount of missing data was so small (an average of less
than 2% for the motivation items).

Tests of factorial and measurement invariance. Comparison
of results across different countries or across different domains
(i.e., math and science) requires strong assumptions about the
invariance of the factor structure across the groups or domains. If
the underlying factors are fundamentally different, then there is no
basis for interpreting observed differences (the “apples and or-
anges” problem). For example, in cross-national studies of moti-
vational differences like those considered here, interpretation of
mean differences—or even relations among different constructs—
presupposes that the factors are the same across countries (i.e.,
Arab and Anglo countries). In the present investigation, we ini-
tially consider a 2 � 8 classification of invariance tests (see Figure
1), the invariance over the two domains (math and science),
invariance over the eight countries, and invariance over all 16 (8 �
2) combinations of domain and country. We subsequently add
gender to the evaluation of invariance over all 32 (8 � 2 � 2)
combinations of domain, gender, and country.

Recent TIMSS studies have evaluated the similarity of factor
loadings for motivational factors across the math and science
domains. However, in these preliminary analyses, formal tests of
the invariance of factor loadings were not applied. Even more
surprisingly, preliminary CFAs presented in the TIMSS2007 Tech-
nical Manual (Olson et al., 2008) did not consider the invariance
of factor loadings across multiple groups (nor, to our knowledge,
has this issue been pursued elsewhere). More difficult are issues
related to the invariance of item intercepts needed to justify the
comparison of latent means. Although issues of noninvariance of
item intercepts and differential item functioning are well known in
relation to TIMSS achievement tests, these issues have been
largely ignored in relation to TIMSS motivation constructs.

Following Meredith (1993) and others, Marsh (Marsh, Lüdtke,
Muthén, et al., 2010; Marsh, Muthén, et al., 2009) operationalized a
taxonomy of partially nested models that begins with a model with no
invariance of any estimated parameters or configural invariance; only
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the parameters fixed to zero or 1 that define the structure of the model
are invariant. The initial focus is on the invariance of the factor
loadings—sometimes referred to as weak measurement invariance or
pattern invariance—which requires that factor loadings be invariant
over groups or over time. Strong measurement invariance requires
that the indicator intercepts and factor loadings are invariant over
groups (or domains) and justifies comparison of latent means. Strict
measurement invariance requires invariance of item uniquenesses (in
addition to invariant factor loadings and intercepts) and justifies the
comparison of manifest means over groups or time. Strict measure-
ment invariance is required in order to compare manifest scale scores
(or factor scores), in that differences in reliability for the multiple
groups would distort mean differences on the observed scores. How-
ever, for comparisons based on latent constructs that are corrected for
measurement error, the valid comparison of latent means only re-
quires support for strong measurement invariance and not the addi-
tional assumption of invariance of measurement error. Hence, com-
parison of group mean differences based on latent-variable models
like those considered here makes fewer assumptions than those based
on manifest scores. Even less demanding is the comparison of latent
correlations in different groups, a condition that only requires weak
measurement invariance (i.e., invariance of the factor loadings). Al-
though these tests require full invariance of all parameter estimates
within each category (e.g., all factor loadings), Byrne, Shavelson, and
Muthén (1989) argued for the usefulness of a less demanding test of
partial invariance in which some parameter estimates are not con-
strained to be invariant.

Goodness of fit. It is now broadly accepted that all a priori
models are false and will be shown to be false when tested with a
sufficiently large sample size. For this and other reasons, chi-square
tests of statistical significance are of little relevance for evaluation of
goodness of fit for a single model and are even more problematic for
the comparison of fit for two different models that require additional
assumptions that are unlikely to be met (e.g., Marsh, Balla, &
McDonald, 1988). Hence, in applied CFA and structural equation
modeling research, there is a predominant focus on indices that are
sample size independent (e.g., Marsh, Balla, & Hau, 1996; Marsh et
al., 1988; Marsh, Hau, & Grayson, 2005; Marsh, Hau, & Wen, 2004)
such as the RMSEA, the Tucker–Lewis index (TLI), and the com-
parative fit index (CFI)—as well as the chi-square test statistic and an
evaluation of parameter estimates. The TLI and CFI vary along a
0-to-1 continuum and values greater than .90 and .95 typically reflect
acceptable and excellent fit to the data, respectively. RMSEA values
of less than .05 and .08 reflect a close fit and a minimally acceptable
fit to the data, respectively. However, for purposes of model compar-
ison, comparison of the relative fit of models imposing more or fewer
invariance constraints is more important than the absolute level of fit
for any one model—so long as the fit of the best fitting model is
acceptable. Cheung and Rensvold (2001, 2002) and Chen (2007)
suggested that if the decrease in fit for the more parsimonious model
is less than .01 for incremental fit indices like the CFI, then there is
reasonable support for the more parsimonious model. Chen (2007;
Chen, Curran, Bollen, Kirby, & Paxton, 2008) suggested that when
the RMSEA increases by less than .015, there is support for the more
constrained model. For indices that incorporate a penalty for lack of
parsimony, it is also possible for a more restrictive model to result in
a better fit than a less restrictive model. Although we relied on these
guidelines in the present investigation, it is important to emphasize
that these are only rough guidelines (Marsh, Hau, & Wen, 2004), and

it is recommended that applied researchers use an eclectic approach
based on a subjective integration of a variety of different indices—
including the chi-square, detailed evaluations of the actual parameter
estimates in relation to theory, a priori predictions, common sense,
and comparison of viable alternative models specifically designed to
evaluate goodness-of-fit in relation to key issues. This is consistent
with the approach we used here.

Extended models. In the extended models considered here,
we further evaluated the construct validity of TIMSS motivation
factors by relating the latent motivation factors to participant
background variables (gender and long-term educational aspira-
tions) and math and science achievement test scores (see Olson et
al., 2008). In addition, we considered as validity criteria the two
variables asking students whether they wanted to pursue further
coursework in mathematics and science (see Table 1). For present
purposes, we adapted a multiple-indicator-multiple-indicator-
cause (MIMIC) approach (see Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1993; Kaplan,
2000) in which each of six correlates (gender, educational aspira-
tions, math and science achievement, math and science course-
work plans) was related to the motivation latent factors in order to
test a priori hypotheses (see Research Question 7). The CFA
MIMIC approach is like the multiple regression approach, but it is
stronger in that it is based on latent constructs that are purged of
measurement error and controlled for method bias (as well as
providing a test of the underlying model rather than just assuming
that it is correct in the formation of scale scores). Variables added
to this model include gender (1 � female, 2 � male), long-term
educational aspirations (EDASP), math achievement (MACH: a
composite of algebra, data and chance, number, and geometry),
and science achievement (SACH: a composite of chemistry, earth
science, biology, and physics).

Estimation. All analyses in the present investigation were
conducted with Mplus Version 6.1 (Muthén & Muthén, 2008–
2011). Analyses consisted of CFAs based on the Mplus robust
maximum likelihood estimator (MLR), with standard errors and
tests of fit that were robust in relation to nonnormality of obser-
vations and the use of categorical variables where there were at
least four or more response categories, particularly when nonnor-
mality was not excessive and a design-based correction (Mplus’s
complex design option) was used to control for the nonindepen-
dence of observations (Muthén & Muthén, 2008–2011). On this
basis, and because of the complexity of the models under consid-
eration, we chose to use MLR estimation rather than a categorical
estimation procedure that treats Likert responses as categorical
variables rather than continuous variables. Our decision was based
on the growing body of work (e.g., Beauducel & Herzberg, 2006;
DiStefano, 2002; Dolan, 1994; Muthén & Kaplan, 1985;
Rhemtulla, Brosseau-Liard, & Savalei, 2012) suggesting that cat-
egorical estimation procedures make little or no difference to the
parameter point estimates that are the major focus of our study,
and—particularly for very large models, as in the present case
(with as many as 1,500 parameter estimates in some models)—
sometimes detract from estimation precision. Further, they fre-
quently create problems associated with convergence and proper
solutions in testing for the invariance of thresholds. Also, skews
and kurtoses in our study were not extreme (e.g., Hau & Marsh,
2004); across the 24 motivation items, the average skew was –0.76
(with none of the skews being more than 1.7) and the average
kurtosis was –0.22 (with only one item having a kurtosis greater
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than 2 in absolute value). Nevertheless, we acknowledge the use of
MLR estimation as a potential limitation of the study.

Results

Reliability of TIMSS Math and Science Motivation
Scales

In response to our first research question, we began by evalu-
ating the reliability of the TIMSS2007 motivation scales in the two
groups of countries. Particularly given that the motivation con-
structs come largely from Western research, it would not be
surprising to find the reliability estimates higher in Anglo coun-
tries than Arab countries. Due in part to the brevity of the six
multi-item motivation scales, each consisting of only three or four
items, at least some of the coefficient alpha (�) estimates of
reliability (Table 2) are not acceptable. Reliabilities for scales
reached a desirable standard of .80, but in other cases fell below an
acceptable value of .70. In general, the reliabilities were lower in
Arab countries (mean � across the six scales in four countries �
.648) and higher in the Anglo countries (mean � � .831). In each
case, the reliability in the international sample consisting of all
participating countries (mean � � .75) reported in TIMSS2007
Technical Manual (Olson et al., 2008) fell between the values for
the Arab and Anglo samples considered here. Of particular worry
are the unacceptably low alphas for Arab students responding to
self-concept items (mean � � .553). This suggests, perhaps, prob-
lems in the definition of these constructs. It is interesting that these
two scales were quite reliable for the Anglo countries (mean � �
.816) but were also relatively low, based on the international
sample across all participating countries (�s � .73 and .66) as
reported in TIMSS2007 Technical Manual (Olson et al., 2008). The

low levels of reliability for Arab countries (and for the interna-
tional sample more generally) are worrisome, particularly for
analyses based on manifest scores. Furthermore, the trichotomized
scale scores actually used in TIMSS reports, and apparently the
basis of many secondary data analyses, are likely to be substan-
tially less reliable. These differences in reliability between Arab
and Anglo countries—but also the differences in reliability for the
different motivation constructs—would undermine the validity of
interpretations based on manifest scale scores. From this perspec-
tive, it is critical that such comparisons be based on latent-variable
models that appropriately control for unreliability—like those con-
sidered here.

Factor Structure of TIMSS Math and Science
Motivation Scales

Our a priori model (Table 1) posits that the 24 motivation items
(12 math items and 12 science items with parallel wording) can be
explained by four math factors and four science factors. The four
factors for each domain are the three multi-item scales in the
TIMSS Technical Manual (self-concept, positive affect, and value)
and an additional single-item factor for each domain based on the
two items that were excluded by analyses in the TIMSS Technical
Manual (wanting to pursue more study in math and in science).

In our a priori model, we posited two sources of method effects
based on responses to matching items and responses to negatively
worded items (see earlier discussion). In order to fully evaluate
different aspects of this a priori model, we tested several models
leading up to this model and then subsequent models, testing the
invariance of the factor structure over the eight Arab and Anglo
countries (see Table 3).

Noninvariant factor structures (configural invariance). In
the present investigation, we tested a wide variety of invariance
models in relation to Research Questions 2 and 3, but began with
simple multigroup models that do not impose any invariance
constraints. In Model 1 (M1 in Table 3), we posited that all 12
math motivation items would reflect a single math factor and that
all 12 science items would reflect a single science motivation
factor. As noted by Liu and Meng (2010), this is consistent with
how TIMSS motivation factors have been characterized (inappro-
priately) in some research. However, the fit of this model was
highly unacceptable, leading to its rejection. In Model 2, we
posited two factors for each subject domain, which is like the
structure posited by Liu and Meng (2010). However, the fit of this
model was similar to that in Model 1. In Model 3, we posited four
motivation factors for each domain, as posited in our a priori
model. Although the fit was substantially improved, it was still
unacceptable in relation to current standards. This is worrisome, in
that a typical precondition for pursuing tests of invariance is good
support for configural invariance. However, this result is consis-
tent with our a priori prediction that there would be substantial
method effects (Research Question 2) associated with negatively
worded items and parallel-worded items.

Method effects. In Models 4–6, we pursued issues outlined in
Research Question 2. More specifically, we added correlated
uniquenesses to represent method effects associated with matching
items (M4), negatively worded items (M5), or both (M6). The
correlated uniqueness terms included in each model are summa-
rized in Appendix 1 in the online supplemental materials. Consis-

Table 2
Reliability of TIMSS Math and Science Motivation Constructs
Used in This Study

Country

Mathematics Science

MeanSelf Affect Value Self Affect Value

Four Arab countries
Saudi Arabia .521 .739 .696 .488 .717 .717 .646
Jordan .664 .774 .692 .634 .764 .764 .715
Oman .507 .676 .708 .485 .608 .608 .599
Egypt .546 .697 .620 .581 .677 .677 .633

Mean .560 .722 .679 .547 .691 .691 .648

Four Anglo countries
United States .839 .855 .725 .822 .859 .859 .827
Australia .818 .855 .784 .803 .881 .881 .837
England .800 .865 .718 .841 .885 .885 .832
Scotland .778 .857 .744 .829 .877 .877 .827

Mean .809 .858 .743 .824 .875 .875 .831
International .73 .81 .70 .66 .78 .78

Note. For the corresponding math and science scales, the wording of the
items was strictly parallel (see Table 1). Reliability estimates are Cron-
bach’s alpha estimates based on the present investigation. International
value is the median coefficient alpha across all participating countries
reported in TIMSS 2007 Technical Report (Olson, Martin, & Mullis, 2008).
TIMSS � Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study.
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tent with a priori hypotheses, comparison of the fit indices for
these models indicated that each source of method effect contrib-
uted substantially and independently to the goodness of fit. Model
6, which included both sources of method effects, provided a
reasonable fit to the data, supporting our a priori predictions about
the factor structure (Research Question 2) and the need to incor-
porate method effects (Research Question 3). With the inclusion of
these a priori method effects, Model 6 provides support for con-
figural invariance and is the basis of subsequent models.

Weak measurement invariance (factor loading invariance).
In Models 1–6, we did not impose any invariance constraints. In
subsequent models considered in this section, we tested the invari-
ance of factor loadings over the math and science domains (a
within-group test of invariance) or country (a between group test
of invariance) or both (see Figure 1). In Model 7, we tested the
invariance of factor loadings over the math and science domains
such that factor loadings for math items on the math factors were
the same as those for the science items (with parallel wording) on
the science factors. We refer to this as a within-group test of
invariance because it only imposed invariance constraints within
each of the country groups. This model is more parsimonious than
Model 6 in that there are fewer estimated parameters—a single
factor loading is estimated for each matched pair of math and

science items, rather than two separate factor loadings. The fit for
Model 7 was very good, and the difference in fit statistics was
clearly less than the cutoff values typically used to support the
more parsimonious model (Table 3). On this basis, we concluded
that the factor loadings were fully invariant over domain for each
country.

In Model 8, we tested the invariance of factor loadings over the
eight countries (but did not require factor loadings to be invariant
over subject domain). The goodness of fit was still acceptable; the
decline in fit relative to Model 6 was not substantial. Thus, there
was modest support for the invariance of factor loadings over
country. In Model 9, factor loadings were constrained to be in-
variant over both domain and country. Not surprisingly, the com-
bination of both sets of constraints resulted in a slightly poorer fit,
but one that was still acceptable in relation to typical criteria of an
acceptable fit and one that did not differ substantially from those
in which only within or between-group constraints were imposed.
Factor loadings based on this final model were presented earlier in
Table 1 (also see Appendix 1 in supplemental materials for a full
set of all parameter estimates). Of course, in the unstandardized
metric, the patterns of factor loadings are all identical for parallel
math and science items within each country (within-group domain
invariance) and for items across the eight (between-group country

Table 3
Summary of Goodness of Fit Statistics for Total Group Models

Model Chi Scale df CFI TLI RMSEA Description

24 Motivation items only
No Inv

M1 72267 1.729 2008 .681 .650 .083 M1: 1 math & 1 science factors
M2 54454 1.706 1968 .762 .733 .072 M2: 2 math & 2 science factors

(like TIMSS 2003)
M3 27322 1.684 1808 .884 .859 .053 M3: math & 4 science factors
M4 17442 1.667 1720 .929 .908 .042 M3 � CUs for parallel items
M5 13621 1.696 1688 .946 .929 .037 M3 � CUs for negative items
M6 8779 1.676 1624 .968 .956 .029 M3 � CUs for parallel &

negative items
WG & BG FL Inv

M7 9044 1.683 1688 .966 .956 .029 M6 with WG domain FL Inv
M8 10761 1.703 1736 .959 .948 .032 M6 with BG Country FL Inv
M9 11041 1.703 1747 .958 .947 .032 M6 with WG & BG

WG & BG Intercept Inv
M10 12361 1.701 1819 .952 .942 .034 M9 � WG Inv
M11 17788 1.702 1859 .928 .914 .041 M9 � BG Inv
M12 18565 1.703 1871 .924 .911 .042 M9 � WG & BG Inv
M13 12719 1.704 1832 .952 .940 .034 M9 � WG & BG (part)a Inv

Motivation items and additional
correlates

Gender Inv 8 � 2 group
M14 15619 1.645 3662 .947 .936 .036 M13 with gender: No Inv
M15 15721 1.645 3667 .947 .936 .036 M14 with gender: Inv FL
M16 16028 1.645 3697 .946 .936 .036 M14 with gender: Inv for FL &

Intercept
Additional validity criteria

M17 17731 1.667 2349 .941 .924 .036 M13 with additional correlates

Note. All analyses were weighted by the appropriate weighting factor and based on a complex design option to account for nesting within schools. Additional
correlates were gender, math and verbal achievement, parent education, and educational aspirations. Inv � invariance; FL � factor loading; Chi � chi-square;
df � degrees of freedom ratio; Scale � Mplus scaling factor used in chi-square tests of statistical significance; CFI � comparative fit index; TLI � Tucker–Lewis
index; RMSEA � root-mean-square error of approximation; Inv � invariance; CUs � a priori correlated uniquenesses based on the negatively worded items;
WG � within group; BG � between group; FL� factor loading; TIMSS � Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study.
a In a test of partial invariance of intercepts over country, four invariance constraints were relaxed (SCn1, SCn2, Val1, Val3), noting that the corresponding
math and science items were constrained to be equal.
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invariance). Reflecting the negative item effect, the negatively
worded items have systematically smaller factor loadings (see
related findings for TIMSS2003 data in Chiu, 2011).

Strong measurement invariance (item intercept invariance).
Strong measurement invariance requires that intercepts are invari-
ant and is an important assumption in justifying the comparison of
latent means. In Models 10–13 (Table 3), we tested the invariance
of item intercepts over domain (M10), over country (M11), or over
both domain and country (M12). There is reasonable support of the
invariance of intercepts over domain (M10), but not over country
(M11) or over the combination of domain and country (M12). On
the basis of modification indexes for Model 12, we explored partial
invariance models for country intercepts, while assuming full
intercept invariance over domain. This resulted in freeing invari-
ance constraints across countries for four items (two of four
self-concept items, two of four value items; see footnote, Table 3).
Model 13, with partial invariance of intercepts, provided a reason-
able fit to the data, a fit that did not differ much from Model 9,
with no intercept invariance constraints. Because the metric of the
latent means is established by the items with invariant intercepts,
the results suggest that it is reasonable to compare mean differ-
ences between countries for these factors (as well as comparing
math and science scores for these factors within each country).
Nevertheless, comparisons of latent means particularly over coun-
try should be made cautiously.

Measurement invariance in relation to gender. Although
the invariance over gender was not a central focus of the present
investigation, the evaluation of gender differences is predicated on
appropriate levels of invariance. In order to evaluate this assump-
tion, we divided each of the eight country samples into separate
subsamples for boys and girls (i.e., 16 groups � 8 countries � 2
genders). Starting with Model 13 (already considered), we began
with a model with no invariance constraints over gender (Model
14), and then we imposed additional constraints to evaluate the
invariance of factor loadings (Model 15) and the invariance inter-
cepts (Model 16) over gender. The results provided very strong
support for the full invariance of factor loadings and intercepts
over gender (i.e., configural, weak, and strong invariance).

Construct Validity of TIMSS Math and Science
Motivation Scales: Relations to Correlates

There has been surprisingly little rigorous evaluation of the
convergent and discriminant validity of the TIMSS math and
science motivation factors. In pursuit of this goal, we systemati-
cally evaluate support for a priori hypotheses (Research Questions
5–7) for relations between the TIMSS motivation factors with
validity criteria and other correlates. Starting with Model 13 (dis-
cussed earlier), we added correlates to the model to evaluate these
predictions (Table 4) based on this extended model. We begin with
an evaluation of latent mean differences among the constructs in
relation to two domains (math vs. science) and eight countries
(with particular emphasis on the four Arab and four Anglo coun-
tries) in response to issues raised in Research Question 5. We then
move to an evaluation of correlations among the six multi-item
motivation factors and correlates included in the extended model
in each country (see Table 4) in order to evaluate gender differ-
ences (Research Question 6) and support for the convergent and

discriminant validity of responses to the TIMSS2007 motivation
factors (Research Question 7).

Mean differences over domain and country for motivation
constructs (Research Question 5). For purposes of evaluating
latent mean differences in the four motivational constructs, we
took advantage of the fact that there is parallel wording for the
corresponding math and verbal constructs and good support for
strong measurement invariance over domain. This allowed us to
make comparisons of latent mean differences over domain as well
as comparisons of country-level differences in the latent means.
For purposes of these analyses, the latent means for the four math
motivation constructs were fixed at zero in the Saudi sample. Thus,
size and direction of differences in all the remaining 15 sets of
latent mean differences (science in Saudi Arabia, math and science
in the remaining seven countries) were evaluated in relation to the
math constructs for the Saudi sample.

To illustrate the logic of these comparisons, we initially discuss
in detail the latent means for math self-concept, which is fixed at
zero in the Saudi sample but has a standardized latent mean value
of –.263 in the U.S. sample. Thus, math self-concepts are signif-
icantly lower in the United States than in Saudi Arabia, and
because these are standardized mean differences (SDs of latent
constructs are 1.0 across all countries), the difference between the
two countries is in standard deviation units. The corresponding
values for science self-concept are .172 (Saudi Arabia) and –.335
(United States). Thus, science self-concept in Saudi Arabia is
significantly higher than math self-concept in Saudi Arabia, but
science self-concept in the United States is significantly lower. For
all four Arab countries, self-concept, positive affect, value, and
plans to pursue further coursework for both science and math are
almost all significantly positive, indicating that they are as high or
higher than the math motivation constructs in Saudi Arabia. In
marked contrast, the eight motivation constructs are negative in all
four Anglo countries, indicating that they are substantially lower
than the math motivation constructs in Saudi Arabia.

Results based on Model 17 also provide a basis for comparing
achievement test scores in the eight countries. Because the
achievement scores were standardized (mean � 0, SD � 1),
positive scores reflect better than average achievement across the
eight countries and negative scores reflect poorer than average
achievement. Consistent with a priori predictions (Research Ques-
tion 5), mean achievement scores in the Anglo countries are
significantly positive for both math and science (from �.256 to
�.656 SDs above the mean) and significantly negative in almost
all four Arab countries (–.938 to �.146). Indeed, only science
achievement in Jordan is not significantly below the overall mean,
but even this score is below the mean science achievement in each
of the four Anglo countries.

Gender differences (Research Question 6). The final Model
17 allowed us to evaluate gender differences. Particularly because
of the single sex nature of the Arab school systems (see earlier
discussion), gender differences are of special interest. Gender
differences in Table 4 are represented as correlations between
gender and each of the remaining constructs (labeled male in Table
4, as positive correlations indicate that boys have higher scores).

Across the four Anglo countries, gender differences are mostly
small to moderate, but consistently favor boys, who tend to score
as high or higher than girls for all math and science constructs
(Table 4). For the eight motivation constructs across four Anglo
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Table 4
Estimated Latent Means and Correlations: Construct Validity (Model 17, Table 3)

Country/variable

Estimated correlation matrix for the latent variables

MASP SASP MACH SACH EDASPMVAL MSC MAFF SVAL SSC SAFF

Saudi Arabia
Latent means

USTD 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.264 0.172 0.122 0.000 0.044 �0.938 �0.539 0.306
SE — — — .022 .023 .033 — .024 .024 .026 .030
STD 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.299 0.321 0.137 0.000 0.051 �1.622 �0.809 0.327

Latent correlations
MVAL 1.000
MSC .556 1.000
MAFF .634 .772 1.000
SVAL .595 .276 .356 1.000
SSC .388 .477 .309 .622 1.000
SAFF .446 .278 .405 .701 .829 1.000

Motivation validity criteria
MASP .521 .395 .673 .305 .141 .311 1.000
SASP .400 .190 .320 .584 .518 .696 .364 1.000
MACH .130 .516 .111 .053 .387 .088 �.009 .024 1.000
SACH .113 .382 .050 .103 .498 .166 �.042 .077 .574 1.000
EDASP .188 .285 .133 .176 .267 .121 .088 .110 .237 .258 1.000

Gender differences
Male .105 �.042 .094 .094 �.041 .127 .104 .128 �.142 �.266 �.164
SE .025 .034 .033 .028 .037 .031 .028 .026 .037 .034 .025

Jordan
Latent means

USTD 0.301 0.043 0.369 0.507 0.119 0.314 0.388 0.275 �.173 0.146 0.253
SE .040 .036 .045 .041 .040 .051 .033 .039 .037 .038 .033
STD 0.391 0.061 0.449 0.664 0.179 0.380 0.551 0.371 �0.228 0.180 0.280

Latent correlations
MVAL 1.000
MSC .494 1.000
MAFF .539 .781 1.000
SVAL .657 .346 .321 1.000
SSC .406 .459 .304 .673 1.000
SAFF .417 .267 .357 .679 .820 1.000

Motivation validity criteria
MASP .496 .364 .498 .347 .244 .266 1.000
SASP .395 .201 .261 .606 .570 .647 .351 1.000
MACH .242 .571 .277 .188 .332 .064 .145 .083 1.000
SACH .253 .475 .190 .243 .423 .143 .150 .145 .751 1.000
EDASP .293 .393 .216 .253 .330 .114 .134 .146 .443 .438 1.000

Gender differences
Male �.052 .020 �.024 �.084 �.042 �.066 �.042 �.082 �.098 �.170 �.059
SE .023 .027 .028 .023 .025 .023 .021 .021 .044 .043 .031

Oman
Latent means

USTD 0.412 �0.008 0.548 0.683 0.057 0.488 0.452 0.384 �0.581 �0.352 �0.035
SE .037 .028 .038 .035 .033 .039 .030 .031 .031 .036 .031
STD 0.571 �0.016 0.860 1.057 0.116 0.815 0.721 0.662 �0.814 �0.439 �0.034

Latent correlations
MVAL 1.000
MSC .481 1.000
MAFF .564 .792 1.000
SVAL .664 .307 .342 1.000
SSC .416 .420 .307 .635 1.000
SAFF .432 .281 .375 .635 .860 1.000

Motivation validity criteria
MASP .429 .358 .524 .316 .201 .284 1.000
SASP .377 .181 .265 .517 .487 .626 .354 1.000
MACH .337 .491 .268 .238 .336 .205 .213 .217 1.000
SACH .342 .411 .200 .265 .421 .209 .216 .182 .714 1.000
EDASP .175 .229 .140 .127 .237 .107 .111 .101 .299 .322 1.000

Gender differences
Male �.153 .003 �.095 �.101 .081 �.017 �.088 �.071 �.281 �.322 �.132
SE .030 .031 .031 .029 .041 .034 .023 .024 .033 .033 .026
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Table 4 (continued)

Country/variable

Estimated correlation matrix for the latent variables

MASP SASP MACH SACH EDASPMVAL MSC MAFF SVAL SSC SAFF

Egypt
Latent means

USTD 0.073 0.149 0.543 0.375 0.214 0.482 0.379 0.311 �0.453 �0.471 �0.024
SE .034 .031 .038 .033 .030 .037 .031 .030 .029 .034 .034
STD 0.107 0.270 0.799 0.554 0.374 0.750 0.557 0.481 �0.616 �0.564 �0.022

Latent correlations
MVAL 1.000
MSC .586 1.000
MAFF .591 .879 1.000
SVAL .692 .365 .358 1.000
SSC .479 .380 .256 .695 1.000
SAFF .463 .284 .329 .713 .822 1.000

Motivation validity criteria
MASP .468 .396 .489 .314 .217 .285 1.000
SASP .393 .208 .243 .527 .462 .585 .301 1.000
MACH .242 .378 .187 .175 .286 .198 .115 .120 1.000
SACH .259 .322 .128 .229 .366 .251 .122 .143 .682 1.000
EDASP .168 .216 .136 .172 .203 .127 .132 .104 .163 .152 1.000

Gender differences
Male �.060 .093 .038 �.074 .018 �.058 �.037 �.058 �.060 �.080 �.041
SE .029 .032 .029 .026 .027 .026 .021 .021 .034 .033 .021

United States
Latent means

USTD 0.094 �0.263 �0.336 �0.459 �0.335 �0.301 �0.691 �0.687 0.445 0.448 0.228
SE .032 .032 .038 .034 .033 .039 .033 .034 .023 .025 .018
STD �0.094 �0.263 �0.336 �0.459 �0.335 �0.301 �0.685 �0.661 0.728 0.643 0.278

Latent correlations
MVAL 1.000
MSC .317 1.000
MAFF .449 .713 1.000
SVAL .538 .166 .235 1.000
SSC .153 .061 .011 .439 1.000
SAFF .215 �.010 .160 .543 .741 1.000

Motivation validity criteria
MASP .430 .488 .679 .273 .036 .154 1.000
SASP .249 .015 .147 .551 .592 .755 .284 1.000
MACH .082 .476 .203 .119 .220 .057 .153 .071 1.000
SACH .078 .330 .069 .180 .353 .193 .054 .178 .738 1.000
EDASP .288 .275 .207 .267 .225 .175 .205 .187 .313 .312 1.000

Gender differences
Male �.041 .092 .002 .007 .102 .081 .003 .063 .025 .075 �.086
SE .016 .017 .015 .014 .016 .015 .013 .014 .016 .015 .013

Australia
Latent means

Mean �0.423 �0.432 �0.503 �0.894 �0.675 �0.513 �0.905 �0.882 0.373 0.410 �0.576
SE .039 .041 .045 .047 .040 .048 .036 .040 .038 .038 .040
STD �0.408 �0.465 �0.531 �0.698 �0.712 �0.484 �0.977 �0.873 0.594 0.613 �0.602

Latent correlations
MVAL 1.000
MSC .392 1.000
MAFF .474 .635 1.000
SVAL .560 .298 .327 1.000
SSC .276 .356 .244 .503 1.000
SAFF .324 .215 .390 .561 .784 1.000

Motivation validity criteria
MASP .402 .410 .697 .285 .167 .303 1.000
SASP .329 .193 .351 .529 .640 .797 .379 1.000
MACH .143 .589 .280 .172 .229 .113 .154 .080 1.000
SACH .130 .472 .183 .232 .408 .257 .066 .192 .739 1.000
EDASP .252 .387 .287 .328 .317 .256 .209 .227 .444 .459 1.000

Gender differences
Male .123 .169 .082 .083 .169 .118 .075 .138 .104 .135 �.035
SE .023 .027 .028 .023 .025 .023 .021 .021 .044 .043 .031

(table continues)
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countries, there is only one small, statistically significant differ-
ence in favor of girls and 26 significant differences favoring boys.
The largest differences are for the two self-concept factors (median
[mdn] r � �.15; see Table 4). Boys also tend to outperform girls
in math achievement (mdn r � �.03) and science achievement
(mdn r � �.06), but these differences are smaller and many are
nonsignificant. In contrast to their performance in specific factors
in math and science, girls tend to have higher educational aspira-
tions (mdn r � –.083). These differences are reasonably consistent
across the four Anglo countries, but gender differences in favor of
boys tend to be smallest in the United States for both motivation
and achievement constructs.

Across the four Arab countries, gender differences are also
mostly small for the motivation factors, but these differences tend
to favor girls. Differences in favor of girls are largest for the two

value factors (mdn r � –.07; see Table 4) but smallest for the
self-concept factors (mdn r � .00). However, clearly the largest
gender differences are the substantially higher scores for girls in
both math achievement (mdn r � –.12) and especially science
achievement (mdn r � –.22). Girls also have significantly higher
educational aspirations than boys (mdn r � –.10). Across the Arab
countries, Saudi Arabia is most distinctive in that motivational
differences mostly favor boys (seven of eight differences are
significant), while achievement and educational aspirations
strongly favor girls. In this respect, there is evidence of gender
stereotypic differences in motivation constructs in favor of Saudi
boys, even though Saudi girls score substantially higher on math
and science achievement.

In summary, gender differences in motivation tend to favor boys
in Anglo countries, but girls in Arab countries. However, the most

Table 4 (continued)

Country/variable

Estimated correlation matrix for the latent variables

MASP SASP MACH SACH EDASPMVAL MSC MAFF SVAL SSC SAFF

England
Latent means

USTD 0.503 �0.291 �0.392 �0.580 �0.419 �0.336 �0.886 �0.824 0.528 0.638 �0.519
SE .037 .038 .043 .040 .038 .043 .033 .034 .042 .041 .048
STD �0.557 �0.340 �0.437 �0.544 �0.442 �0.339 �1.054 �0.862 0.786 0.909 �0.468

Latent correlations
MVAL 1.000
MSC .346 1.000
MAFF .417 .663 1.000
SVAL .554 .155 .207 1.000
SSC .229 .169 .089 .491 1.000
SAFF .257 .077 .253 .557 .778 1.000

Motivation validity criteria
MASP .359 .307 .594 .210 .080 .223 1.000
SASP .314 .075 .240 .540 .535 .703 .393 1.000
MACH .038 .470 .207 .105 .193 .026 .025 .361 1.000
SACH .035 .313 .106 .175 .370 .023 .022 .241 .777 1.000
EDASP .159 .244 .153 .217 .197 .108 .103 .187 .442 .447 1.000

Gender differences
Male .124 .251 .122 .081 .221 .137 .044 .116 .034 .051 �.079
SE .026 .022 .019 .023 .021 .022 .021 .021 .031 .031 .030

Scotland
Latent means

USTD �0.210 �0.253 0.498 �0.454 �0.440 �0.288 �0.871 �0.701 0.308 0.256 �0.485
SE .034 .035 .041 .039 .039 .045 .034 .035 .034 .033 .035
STD �0.230 �0.305 �0.545 �0.392 �0.429 �0.279 �0.961 0.687 0.493 0.387 �0.521

Latent correlations
MVAL 1.000
MSC .423 1.000
MAFF .460 .615 1.000
SVAL .421 .217 .227 1.000
SSC .251 .294 .143 .581 1.000
SAFF .249 .152 .266 .591 .805 1.000

Motivation validity criteria
MASP .356 .270 .606 .216 .089 .213 1.000
SASP .282 .135 .254 .567 .609 .734 .360 1.000
MACH .111 .456 .147 .195 .363 .205 �.012 .110 1.000
SACH .105 .318 .087 .253 .488 .335 �.019 .214 .740 1.000
EDASP .150 .256 .138 .229 .334 .230 .098 .202 .479 .507 1.00

Gender differences
Male .105 .132 .015 .095 .146 .097 �.022 .077 .009 .043 �.141
SE .019 .021 .023 .021 .022 .022 .021 .018 .024 .026 .023

Note. These are average results over five multiply imputed data sets. M � math; S � Science; VAL � value; SC � self-concept; AFF � affect;
MASP � more math coursework; SASP � more science coursework; MACH � math achievement; SACH � science achievement; EDASP � long-term
educational aspiration; USTD � unstandardized; STD � standardized; Male � gender (1 � female, 2 � male).
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dramatic differences for gender differences are in achievement,
where boys are favored to a small extent in Anglo countries but
girls are substantially favored in Arab countries. For all countries,
girls tend to have higher educational aspirations than do boys.

Correlations among motivation factors (Research Question
7a). We begin with an evaluation of correlations among the six
multi-item motivation factors (see Table 4). Although the pattern
of correlations is similar within each country, consistent with a
priori predictions the correlations are systematically higher for the
Arab countries. Within each of the math and science domains, the
self-concept and positive affect domains are so highly correlated
(.62–.88), particularly in the Arab countries (mdn r � .80), as to
potentially undermine their discriminant validity.

However, there is clear evidence of domain specificity, in that
correlations between the same construct for different domains
(e.g., math and science self-concept) never approached 1.0. How-
ever, these three correlations are systematically higher for the Arab
countries (mdn rs � .37–.66; see Table 4) than for Anglo countries
(mdn rs � .23–.55). The two value factors are most highly corre-
lated in all countries (mdn r � .60), while the two self-concept
factors are most distinct (mdn r � .33).

In summary, the discrimination between math and science is
clearly evident for students from all countries, but substantially
stronger in the Anglo than in Arab countries. However, the very
high correlation between the self-concept and affect found in all
countries might call into question the ability of students to distin-
guish between these two constructs. In the next section, we eval-
uate whether—despite these high correlations—there is support
for the discriminant validity of self-concept and affect constructs
in relation to external validity criteria.

Convergent and discriminant validity of motivation factors
(Research Questions 7b–7c). Our main test of validity of the
TIMSS motivation factors is based on their relations with mea-
sures of achievement and wanting to take more coursework in each
domain (see Table 4). In relation to the math and science domains,
support for convergent and discriminant validity (Research Ques-
tion 7b) requires that math motivation factors be more highly
correlated with math criteria (and less correlated with science
criteria) and that science motivation factors be more highly corre-
lated with science criteria (and less correlated with math criteria).
The results across all eight countries provide clear support in
relation to these tests.

A particular concern with the TIMSS data is the very high
correlation between the positive affect and self-concept factors.
However, our results provide clear support for the convergent and
discriminant validity of these factors. More specifically, across
both domains and all countries, achievement was substantially
more correlated with self-concept than with positive affect or
value. Achievement was substantially correlated with self-concept
in the same domain, and the sizes of the correlations are similar
across domain and country (mdn rs � .48 Arab countries, .45
Anglo countries; see Table 4), but correlations with value (mdn
r � .20) and positive affect (mdn r � .22) were much smaller.
Conversely, achievement in one domain is not so substantially
correlated with self-concept in the nonmatching domain (mdn r �
33).

In contrast to achievement, wanting to take more courses in
math and science is more correlated with positive affect than with
self-concept or value factors. In each case, these results are domain

specific and the sizes of the critical correlations in this pattern of
results (shown in bold type in Table 4) are reasonably similar
across countries and highly domain specific. Thus, the desire to
take more math coursework is substantially correlated with math
affect (mdn r � .57) but is substantially less correlated with
science affect (mdn r � .25). Similarly, the desire to take more
science coursework is substantially correlated with science affect
(mdn r � .69) but substantially less correlated with math affect
(mdn r � .26). Although the desire to take further coursework is
less correlated with value and self-concept, even here there is clear
evidence of domain specificity. In summary, these results provide
good support for the convergent and discriminant validity of the
TIMSS motivation scales in relation to both the domain and
specific motivation constructs and for the generalizability of the
results over the eight countries.

Students’ educational aspirations (EDASP in Table 4) are not
specific to math or science, so are not relevant in evaluating discrim-
inant validity in relation to domain. Nevertheless, it is important to
emphasize that they are positively related to motivation factors in all
countries. Interestingly, the correlations tend to be higher for self-
concept (mdn r � .26) than for value (mdn r � .20) and affect (mdn
r � .16). Thus, whereas plans to pursue more math or science
coursework are more highly related to domain-specific positive affect
than self-concept, long-term educational aspirations are more highly
related to self-concept than positive affect.

Discussion

For nearly two decades, TIMSS has been a primary basis of
international comparison of countries in terms of educational achieve-
ment in math and science and for benchmarking national performance
within the participating countries. Although the primary focus of
TIMSS has been on standardized achievement tests in math and
science, it has also included motivation constructs in each of the data
collections. Here we evaluated support for the construct validity of the
TIMSS motivation constructs and compared results for Anglo and
Arab countries. Although this is of particular interest in Arab coun-
tries, where there has not previously been a rigorous psychometric
evaluation of these data, the broader juxtaposition of countries is of
general interest to cross-cultural researchers because of the substantial
cultural differences (e.g., gender differences in Arab countries, with
single-sex school systems and gender-differentiated systems across all
ages). Although U.S. schools have increasingly been compared with
those from Asian countries (e.g., Liu & Meng, 2010), there has not
previously been a rigorous comparison of results from the United
States and other Anglo countries with Arab countries based on
TIMSS data.

Construct Validity of TIMSS Motivational Measures

We began our study with a critical review of motivational
constructs in TIMSS. In marked contrast to the technical sophis-
tication of achievement tests, the theoretical basis of and empirical
support for the motivation constructs have been weak.

Cross-national comparisons of manifest means in TIMSS reports,
construction of the databases, and most secondary data analyses all
require the further assumption that reliability and measurement error
are invariant over country, but this assumption clearly was not met.
Indeed, all the motivational constructs were substantially more reli-
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able in the Anglo countries than in the Arab countries (and other
countries in the international sample). These differences undermine
the appropriateness of comparisons between countries based on man-
ifest scores not corrected for unreliability—both mean differences
between countries and country-level differences in correlations. Such
comparisons should be based on latent variable models like those
considered here. Particularly problematic are the trichotomized (low,
medium, high) motivation scores provided in TIMSS databases that
should not be used in secondary data analyses. From this perspective,
the use of fully latent variables like those used in the present inves-
tigation is critical.

Consistent with a priori predictions, substantial method effects
were found to be associated with negatively worded items and the use
of parallel-worded items used to measure motivational constructs in
TIMSS2007. CFAs that did not take these effects into account failed
to fit to the data, and these method effects are not easily incorporated
into analyses based on manifest scores, which have been the basis of
most secondary analyses with TIMSS. Problems associated with
negatively worded items, particularly for children but also for ado-
lescents and adults, have long been known. Also we found, consistent
with previous research, substantial method effects associated with the
use of parallel-worded items that were controlled with the use of
correlated uniquenesses. Potentially, there are important advantages
as well as some limitations in the use of parallel items to measure
motivational constructs in different academic domains. However,
none of these issues has been a focus of research reported in TIMSS
technical reports or in the construction of their databases used so
widely for secondary analyses.

Once we controlled for a priori method effects, there was good
support for the four a priori motivational constructs (self-concept,
positive affect, value, and further study) in both domains and all
eight countries. However, the comparison of latent means over
domain (math vs. science) or over country is based on assumptions
of strong measurement invariance (of factor loadings and item
intercepts). Tests of these assumptions are a potentially important
methodological contribution of the present investigation, as this
type of analysis apparently has not been done with TIMSS data.
Although there was good support for invariance of factor loadings
over domain and country, there was only support for partial in-
variance of item intercepts over country. Particularly when the
number of items per factor is so small (three or four items for each
of the multi-item scales), partial invariance provides a weak basis
for making comparisons of latent means; this is especially so for
the self-concept scale, for which there were also complications in
relation to negatively worded items.

It is interesting that there is good support for factor loadings even
though there are substantial differences in reliability. This implies that
there is not support for strict measurement invariance (i.e., invariance
of item uniqueness as well as factor loadings and intercepts). We did
not formally pursue this model in the present investigation, as none of
our tests of latent variables required strict measurement invariance.
Nevertheless, this is an important finding in that it calls into question
the appropriateness and validity of analyses based on manifest
scores—that have been the basis of nearly all analyses of TIMSS data.
These results also demonstrate further the usefulness of latent-variable
models that actually require fewer assumptions than traditional anal-
yses of manifest scores.

For multifactor constructs—particularly when measured in mul-
tiple domains—discriminant validity is critical for the construct

validity and usefulness of the measures. Unless students are able to
distinguish reliably between the a priori constructs and there is
support for the discriminant as well as convergent validity of their
responses, the constructs are unlikely to be useful for applied
researchers and policy makers. In particular, the separation of
self-concept (competency and expectations of success) and posi-
tive affect (interest, enjoyment, and intrinsic motivation) has been
an ongoing issue of concern in applied self-concept and motivation
research as well as in the theoretical models underpinning this
applied research. Thus, for example, previous research, like the
TIMSS technical reports, typically has found disattenuated corre-
lations of .7 or higher between self-concept and positive affect.
Although we too found high correlations between these two con-
structs, we also found clear support for their discriminant validity.
In particular, consistent with a priori predictions, achievement was
substantially correlated with self-concept but not with value or
positive affect, while plans to pursue further study were more
strongly correlated with positive affect than self-concept or value.
Furthermore, these correlations were highly domain specific, pro-
viding good support for discriminant validity in relation both to the
different motivation constructs and to the two achievement do-
mains. However, long-term educational aspirations were more
strongly correlated with self-concept than either value or positive
affect. Indeed, educational aspirations were better predicted by
self-concept than by objective measures of achievement.

Our focus in the present investigation has been on the validity of
motivational constructs within each country, rather than the mean
differences between countries. Indeed, the good support for the
convergent and discriminant validity of motivational constructs in
relation to domain and validity criteria generalized reasonably well
across country. Nevertheless, some of the most perplexing results
are in relation to latent mean differences, particularly gender
differences, and the juxtaposition between motivation and achieve-
ment differences in the comparison of the two groups of countries.
Hence, we conclude with discussion of these results, speculative
interpretations of the findings, and directions for further research.

Country and Gender Differences in Achievement and
Motivation Constructs

The juxtaposition of latent mean differences in achievement and
motivation factors was perplexing but is consistent with what Shen
and Tam (2006) have labeled paradoxical results. In particular, stu-
dents from Anglo countries scored substantially higher than students
from Arab countries in terms of academic achievement but had
consistently lower scores across all eight motivational constructs. The
results, although possibly paradoxical, are highly consistent with a
substantial body of self-concept research indicating that in large
multinational comparisons, self-concept and achievement are consis-
tently correlated positively at the level of the individual student but
consistently correlated negatively at the level of country. The focus of
this previous research has been on comparisons of Western countries
(particularly the United States) and East Asian countries (particularly
Japan and China), where U.S. self-concepts are much higher but U.S.
achievement test scores are much lower. However, the findings also
generalize to countries where the country-aggregate levels of achieve-
ment are below U.S. levels. On this basis, we predicted a priori that
the self-concepts would be higher in Arab countries but that achieve-
ment test scores were substantially lower in Arab countries. Hence,
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our results are consistent with a priori predictions based on this
well-established pattern of results. Although there is no conclusive
explanation or theoretical explanation of this pattern of results in the
research literature, we offer several speculations that may contribute
to understanding this phenomenon and to further research.

Well-established frames of reference based on self-concept theory
and research provide part of the proposed explanation. There is clear
evidence that motivational constructs—particularly self-concept—are
substantially influenced by frame of reference effects (Marsh, 2007;
Marsh et al., 2008). Thus, students from Arab countries form their
self-concepts in relation to other students from their own country,
rather than students from the United States and other Anglo countries.
In this respect, it is not surprising that achievement is as highly related
to motivation constructs in Arab countries as it is in Anglo countries,
nor that motivational constructs are not substantially lower in Arab
than in Anglo countries. Nevertheless, frame of reference effects do
not readily explain why motivational constructs are higher in Arab
countries (or why students from Anglo countries have higher self-
concepts than students from many Asian countries). This is further
complicated in the Arab countries in that educational settings are
single-sex, so that the frames of reference are specific to each gender
(i.e., boys have little opportunity to compare their performances with
girls, or vice versa). Furthermore, Abu-Hilal’s (2001) research sug-
gested that the socialization process in the school and family leads
Arab students—particularly boys—to be less critical of themselves, so
that they have higher self-concepts than might be expected from their
objective achievements.

More generally, Shen and Pedulla (2000, p. 237; also see Shen &
Tam, 2006) offered a related proposal, suggesting that this pattern
may reflect “low academic expectations and standards in low per-
forming countries and high academic expectations and standards in
high performing countries.” In a related proposal, Marsh et al. (2006)
suggested that there are inherent cultural differences in the willingness
to express positive things about oneself, particularly in highly evalu-
ative constructs like self-concept. Minkov (2008) suggested that sim-
ilar results might reflect a cultural value of “monumentalism” related
to bipolar constructs of self-enhancement versus self-effacement and
self-stability/consistency versus self-flexibility and the need for self-
improvement. Using results from a number of cross-national studies
of achievement, he showed that at the level of country, monumental-
ism was positively correlated with positive self-beliefs but negatively
correlated with achievement. However, in relation to the present
investigation, the United States, Saudi Arabia, and other Arab coun-
tries were all high—and did not differ substantially—on monumen-
talism (based on results from Minkov). In summary, while this jux-
taposition of achievement and motivation at the individual and
country level is consistent with well-established findings from other
research, a full explanation requires further theoretical and empirical
research. Particularly fruitful lines of research might include more
systematic evaluation of frame of reference models from self-concept
research (e.g., Marsh et al., 2008) and cultural value research (e.g.,
Minkov, 2008) but would also benefit from growing sophistication in
the integration of structural equation models of latent constructs based
on multiple indicators and multilevel models that simultaneously
incorporate latent variables at the level of the individual and country
(e.g., Marsh, Lüdtke, et al., 2009).

Gender differences are a particularly interesting aspect of the
present investigation and may help to further refine researchers’
understanding of the aforementioned paradoxical results, in part

because of the gender-segregated nature of schools in Arab coun-
tries and society more generally. Based on previous research, we
predicted a priori that gender differences in favor of girls would be
larger in Arab than Anglo countries, but we left as a research
question whether these gender differences in achievement would
generalize to academic motivation constructs. In relation to math
and science achievement, the results were completely unambigu-
ous. In the Anglo countries, there were small but significant
differences in favor of boys for both math and science achieve-
ment. In Arab countries, there were consistently moderate or
substantial differences in favor of girls for both math and science
achievement. Our results suggest that this contrasting pattern of
gender differences generalizes over Anglo and Arab countries.
Furthermore, other research reviewed earlier (e.g., Abu-Hilal,
2001) has suggested that these differences in achievement favoring
girls are not specific to math and science subjects. According to
Abu-Hilal, the reason that girls achieve more than boys in Arab
schools is because girls spend more time and exert more effort on
schoolwork in general—not just in math and science. Indirect
support for this suggestion is also evident in the present investi-
gation, in that girls from Arab countries have significantly higher
long-term educational aspirations in general, even though their
plans to pursue further coursework in math and science are similar
to those of boys from Arab countries.

Conclusions

In summary, our research highlights methodological weaknesses in
the TIMSS approach to motivation in math and science but provided
good support for the construct validity of these motivation measures
in relation to achievement, plans to take more coursework in math and
science, and long-term educational aspirations. Although there was
good support for the a priori factor structure and its invariance over
domain and country, the factor structure is complicated by strong
negative-item method effects and correlated uniquenesses associated
with the use of math and science items with parallel wording. Small,
stereotypic gender differences favoring boys are still evident in Anglo
countries, but gender differences largely favor girls in Arab countries,
which have a strong single-sex education system. The juxtaposition of
latent mean differences in achievement and motivation factors was
perplexing; students from Anglo countries had substantially higher
achievement than students from Arab countries but had substantially
lower motivation across all eight math and science factors. Based on
these results we encourage researchers to pursue cross-cultural studies
of motivation based on TIMSS data but recommend the use of latent
variable models like those used here, rather than the manifest moti-
vation scores provided in the TIMSS database. However, we would
also encourage TIMSS to develop their student survey more fully,
including a richer array of psychosocial constructs, with better testing
of their psychometric properties (including the use of negatively
worded items), and more appropriate advice to secondary data ana-
lysts on the use of these measures.
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